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Products Detail
Gabion Mesh Packing Machine

Gabion Packing Machinery is dedicated for gabion mesh's packing, press the gabion to smaller CBM.
The machine has an independent power sector and electrical systems, using the button to centralized control.
The machine consists of rack, pressure plate, oil cylinder, oil pump unit, tank, electrical box and so on. It can
produce as your requirement.

Operating Principle
When the machine work, oil pump unit provide the pressure oil via safety valve limit the pressure and enter
manual reversing valve, when manual reversing valve work on the left, pressure oil enter on the oil cylinder via
piston, piston rod pull pressure plate run downwards, the down oil of the oil cylinder stream back to tank via
reversing valve. When Manual reversing valve work in the middle, the up and down oil of oil cylinder will be
closed by reversing valve, pressure plate can keep pressure and stay on anywhere, oil cylinder discharge loads
via reversing valve, when reversing valve work on the right, pressure oil enter down part of oil cylinder pull
pressure plate run upwards, the up part oil of the oil cylinder flow back to tank via reversing valve.
Above of the oil cylinder arranges the middle device, can decrease the pressure and run to the up limit.

Specifications:
1. Overall size: 2340mmx1050mmx2350mm
2. Power: 5.5kw
3. Max Packing Size: 2mx1mx1m (packing size also can produce as your requirements)
4. Work Pressure: 380V
5. Weight: 3000kgs

Competitive Advantage:
1. All the parts of netting sheet cutting machine are processed by our own factory, no parts were send to outside
to process, so the quality can be ensured.
2. We can provide 12months guarantee for all the equipments, and if customer need, we will arrange our
technician to help install the machines in your country, and also could supply all the spare parts with cost price
if customer need.




